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Instructions: 1)

2)

3)

4)

Ql) Attempt anytwo ofthe following :

Q2) Attempt anytwo ofthe following :

a) Compare Glass fibers & Plastic fibers?

All questions are compulsory.

Figures to the right indicate full rnarks.

Assume suitable data if necessary and state it clearly.
Planck's constant h = 6.626 x 10-3a, speed of light c : 2.998 x lOs
charge of electron e = 1.602 x 10-1e.

a) Explain with the help of block diagram elements of optical fiber
transmission link? Write any four advantages of optical fiber?

b) A silica optical f-rber with a core diameter large enough to be considered
by'^ra1'lh.:? of analysis has core refractive index of 1.45 and claclding
refractive index of 1.38. Determine
t) the critical angle at the core-cladding interface
ii) the NA for the fiber
iii) acceptance angle in air for the fiber

c) with the help of neat diagram explain the phenomenon of light
propagation through optical fiberby Total lntemal reflection? Write down
the definition of critical angle & acceptance angle?
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b) What are the different liquid phase method used for manufacturing optical
fiber? what are its drawbacks? How they are compensated using RF
induction hbating method?

c) Explain mechanical properties of fibers. Find the expression for failure
probability.
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Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

y, Q4) Attempt any two of the following :

,) With the help of neat diagrams explain bending losses?

b) What:do you mean by signal dispersion in optical fibers? W.,ith the_help

ofneat diagram explain intermodal & intra modal dispersion optical fiber?

c) The radiative and non-radiative recombination lifetimes of the minority
carriers in the active region of a double-heterojunction LED are 3lns and

81ns respectively. Determine the total carrier recombination lifetime and

the power internally generated within the device when the peak emission
wayelength is 0.81 pm at a drive current of 31 mA.
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a) What the different reliability considerations for LED & LASERS?

b) What are the different types of single mode LASERS? With the help of
neat diagram explain Distributed Feedback laser & Distributed Bragg's
laser?

c) \\rith the help ofneat diagram explain modal, partition & reflectron norse

with respect to LASER diode?

QS) Attempt anytwo ofthe following: t16]

a) Draw and explain basic sections of an optical receiver?

b) A photodiode has a quantum efficiency of 65Yo when photons of energy
1.5 x I Q-te1 are incident upon it.

1) Atwhat wavelength is the photodiode operating?

ii) Calculatethe incidentoptical powerrequiredto obtain aphotocurrent
of 2.5 pA when the photodiode is operating as described above.

c) Draw and explain structure for InGaAs APDs. What is effect of
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86) Write short note on any three of the following :
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a) tvtacu-2ffi$d Interferometer Multipl

b) Preaprpltrfrrertypes in optical receiver.

c) Diffraction gratings.
j:

d) Star Couplers.
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